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HISTORY

In the nineteen-fifties the number of soil tillage research workers was still
only small and their very first international conference in 1955 in Uppsala,
Sweden, was a historic event. The need for personal contacts being considered asvery valuable, subsequent conferences were held in 1958 (StuttgartHohenheim, Fed. Rep. of Germany), 1962 (Doorwerth, The Netherlands),
1965 (As, Norway), 1970 (Silsoe, U.K.),and 1973 (Wageningen, The Netherlands).
These six conferences were organised on avoluntary basis by small groups
of enthusiastic individuals. However, this proved to be an extremely heavy
task and, moreover, thisprocedure did not warrant vital continuity. Therefore, at the 1973 conference, the International Soil Tillage Research Organization (ISTRO) was founded to take care of organizing three-yearly conferences and achieving personal contacts among soil tillageresearch workers all
over the world. In this way ISTRO also hopes to encourage scientific research
in the field of soiltillage and field traffic, and to stimulate the adaptation of
its findings to agricultural practice.
•
To demonstrate the historical development and asa token of great appreciation for the organizers of the early international soil tillage conferences,
the 1973 conference islooked upon as being in true sense the 6th Conference
of ISTRO.
In pursuit of its aims and considering that soil tillage isan integrating part
of the cropping system, ISTRO promotes contacts among research workers
such assoil scientists, plant scientists, agricultural engineers and economists,
agronomists, weed specialists, and others. In accordance with this policy,
shortly after the 7th Conference in 1976 at Uppsala, Sweden, Dr. J.D. Pidgeon and Dr. B.D. Soane (Scottish Institute of Agricultural Engineering)
brought up the idea of founding an international journal catering specifically
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for scientific research insoil tillage.In September 1977 they produced, on
request oftheBoard of ISTRO, anexcellent discussion paper onthe subject
in which they stated the following:
(1) There isnojournal ofinternational standing devoted specifically tothe
publication of theresults ofsoil tillage research.
(2) Inrecent years there hasbeen aresurgence of interest intillage research
and anincrease inthenumber ofworkers involved andpapers published.
(3) Published information ontheresults of tillage research hasbecome widely scattered intheliterature. Anewjournal would allow asubstantial partof
it to begathered together.
(4) Anew journal would also foster themulti-disciplinary approach whichis
sovital for thesuccessful translation of research findings into agricultural
practice.
(5) The journal would beanappropriate medium for publishing infull,papers based onthemore outstanding reports submitted to ISTRO conferences.
(6) There arenumerous examples ofsuccessful specialist research journals
which have acquired ahigh reputation andmake animportant contribution
to theexchange of research information.
In March 1978 acommittee, nominated bytheBoard of ISTRO, opened
discussions with Elsevier Scientific Publishing Company onthe possibilities
of starting the proposed journal. Elsevier wasinterested andagreed to study
the project carefully. Asaresult adetailed project description was produced
and, inOctober 1978,itwas subjected toaworld-wide enquiry.
The crucial question waswhether research workers insoil tillage and related fields really felt theneed for aninternational scientific journal in their
specialism. Atthesame time such awidespread consultation provided an excellent opportunity to bringthescope ofthejournal —ifitwere tobe
launched —into accordance with thewishes andideas ofitspotential contributors andusers.
In order torestrict thechance that abias would affect theoutcome ofthe
enquiry, theselection of people tobeapproached was made alongthree different lines.About onethird ofthenames andaddresses wassupplied by
ISTRO. About asimilar number was selected bythescientific staff of Elsevier
from relevant literature. Inboth instances thecondition was made tohavea
reasonable distribution over thevarious parts oftheworld andover thedifferent subdisciplines within thescope oftheprojected journal. People contacted were asked to submit addresses of other persons whose opinion might
bevaluable. Thisproduced thelast one-third ofthe addresses forthe enquiry.
The enquiry hadasatisfactory return score of 71.6%.Ofthetotal of197
replies received, 79.2%was positive to theidea of founding thejournal,8.1%
was neutral and12.7%was negative.Thepositive, neutral andnegativeresponses were rather randomly scattered overthevarious parts ofthe world.
Moreover, there appeared to besufficient readiness to contribute manuscripts
and to subscribe tothejournal ifitwere tobecreated. Inview oftheseresults,inJune 1979, Elsevier decided tostart thejournal asfrom1980.

TITLE OF THE JOURNAL

From the beginning it wasthe intention to not restrict the scope ofthe
journal to soiltillageper seandto name it accordingly. Inthe answers to the
enquiry some 67 different titles for thejournal were suggested. The words
most commonly occurring inthe suggested titles were "soil", "tillage",
"crop", and "management". Taking this into account, and after much discussion, it wasfinally agreed to name thejournal "Soil &Tillage Research".
In this title the sign "&"for theword "and"ismeant to represent a closer
link between "Soil" and "Tillage"than theword "and"itself. The subtitle
could not beshorter than: "Aninternational journal onresearch anddevelopment insoil tillage andfield traffic, and their relationships with soil environment, land use,andcrop production", asit ismeant to define the whole
wide field of soil tillage initsbroadest sense.
AIMS AND SCOPE

As defined inthe subtitle thejournal aims at divulging results of scientific
research in the domain of soil tillage andrelated fields, asubject matter
which ischaracterised by arapidly growing interest and,consequently, yieldinganever rising stream of newideas.Thefinal aimisto contribute through
thismedium to raising thestandard of soilmanagement, increasing soil fertility, improving soil andwater conservation, andincreasing crop yields, both
in quantity and quality.
The respondents to the enquiry paid awealth of attention to the proposed
scope of thejournal. Their comments have been given attention inthe final
formulation of thescope asfar asthis waspossible. It wasdecided not to
drawup alimitative formulation, but to leave manoeuvring space for the
Editor-in-Chief to react adequately tonewdevelopments inthe subject field
and to suggestions of authors andusers of thejournal.
Within this context, thejournal will welcome contributions on,such subjectsas:
(1) Soil suitability for tillage practices andcrop production under different
conditions.
(2) Soil properties that determine trafficability and workability.
(3) Selection, adaptation or development of tillage systems in relation to
specific conditions of soil, climate,relief, irrigation and drainage, crops and
crop rotations, level of fertilization, degree of mechanization, etc.
(4) Effects on soilsand crops of special tillage systems, including minimum
and reduced cultivation, anddirect drilling (zero-tillage).
(5) Soil-deformation processes induced by soil-working tools andtraction devices, andtheir effects on soil structure throughout the profile.
(6) Effects of tillage operations and field traffic onphysical, chemical and
biological parameters of thesoil environment.
(7) Effects of tillage-induced changes inthe soil environment on crop estab-

lishment, root development and plant growth, and their interactions.
(8) Influence of weather conditions on the shorter and longer term effects of
tillage-induced changes in soil bulk density, retention and transfer of water,
heat and gasesin the soil, and soil structural stability.
(9) Role of tillage in weed, pest and disease control.
(10) Topsoil and profile amelioration, e.g. by application of organic matter
and soil conditioners, subsoiling, and drainage.
(11) Land preparation and adaptation (e.g. by levelling, management of
stony soil, surface irrigation, bed and furrow formation) for different production systems.
(12) Tillage practices in relation to soil and water conservation and land reclamation (e.g. erosion control, dry farming, residue management).
(13) Development, design and testing of soil working tools and traction devices;reduction of wear;power requirements.
(14) Measuring methods and data-processing in connection with the soil—machine—plant system, and procedural interactions.
(15) Energy requirements and economic aspects of tillage systems.
(16) Mathematical modelling of soil-deformation processes and tillagesystems.
(17) Environmental aspects of soil tillage (e.g.effects on water quality).
Nature of papers
The journal willaim at excellence by accepting only papers of the highest
level, which should be of international interest; this does not exclude papers
that are based on national or regional studies or casehistories, but the methodology applied, results obtained, conclusions drawn or views developed on
the basis of the regional material should be of much wider importance. All
articles will be critically refereed. Each article must be preceded by a brief
abstract, asisconventional in scientific journals. There will be no rigid restrictions on the length of papers;the Editor-in-Chief will decide in each case
whether the importance of the content warrants the number of pages needed
to print it. Nor will there be a limitation on the number of illustrations, provided they contribute to the understanding of the paper. Allpapers should
be in English. No page-charge will be made.
Kinds of contributions
Contributions to the journal should fall into the following sections:
— Primary papers, reporting the results of scientific investigations
— Papers that integrate the findings of specialists that focus on a given theme
— Short scientific communications
— General review articles
— Scientific discussions
— Letters containing scientific comment on papers published in the journal

— Editorials and guest editorials, which may be either informative, commentarial or critical
— Reviews of books within the scope and standards of the journal
— ISTRO news and announcements, and other news of interest to the readership.
Occasionally, special issues of the journal will be devoted to contributions
from various disciplines but dealing with one central theme.
Submission of papers
All contributions to the journal should be addressed to the Editorial Secretariat, "Soil &Tillage Research", P.O. Box 330, 1000 AH Amsterdam, The
Netherlands.
COLLABORATION BETWEEN ISTRO AND ELSEVIER

When the decision to establish the new journal was taken, already existing
contacts between ISTRO and Elsevier were formalised. On 11 September
1979, on the occasion of the 8th Conference of ISTRO at Stuttgart-Hohenheim (Fed. Rep. of Germany), a formal contract between ISTRO and Elsevier
was signed. This contract arranges that ISTRO scientifically supports the journal, that the Editor-in-Chief isappointed jointly and that consultation takes
place about the composition of the Editorial Advisory Board. Elsevier isresponsible for the financing, copy-editing, printing, distribution and promotion of thejournal. The Editorial Secretariat, operated by the publisher,
functions as a supplementary service to the Editor-in-Chief. Scientific supervision of the journal and business management are well distinguished.
The enquiry also provided the opportunity to nominate persons for the
Editorial Advisory Board and it has been used freely. Not less than 276 nominations were made, related to 162 people. Among the candidates only 13
were mentioned more than three times, with ahighest score of 14 times.
These 13 people have all been appointed. The Board has subsequently been
completed with aselection from the remaining candidates, made in such a
way that a fair geographical and subdisciplinary distribution resulted. •
The duties of the Editorial Advisory Board arevarious. The most important one is to referee, critically and speedily, submitted manuscripts. Further,
the Board isrequested to advise the Editor-in-Chief and the publisher — upon
invitation aswell as spontaneously —on journal policy, and, last but not
least,,to encourage authors and readers to use the journal as the prime international medium of information in the domain of soil tillage research.
CONCLUDING REMARKS

Nojournal can exist without authors. Therefore, we would like to stimulate you to consider "Soil &Tillage Research" for submission of your best
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papers, which deserve the attention of aworld-wide readership.Wehope you
will also encourage your colleagues to contribute high-quality manuscripts
to the journal.
If, in this way, the journal will be supported by all of us,we may trust it
will become a stimulating medium for the advancement of scientific research
in the domain of soil tillage and related fields.
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